
L E A D  W I T H  A  L E A D E R 

Cloud Video Surveillance

What You Gain By Leading With Eagle Eye

• Increased revenue and value: The cloud subscription 

model increases recurring monthly revenue, 

predictability, and business valuation. 

• Faster, more predictable installations: The cloud is 

always up and running, which makes adding a site 

simple and easy. 

• Exceptional support: High-quality products, training, 

and remote services mean fewer support calls and 

greater customer satisfaction and retention. 

• Strong cybersecurity: All video data is authenticated 

using digital certificates, and is encrypted using 

transport layer security (TLS). There are no open ports 

to the internet. 

• Marketing partners: Get access to marketing resources 

and programs that generate awareness and leads to 

feed your sales pipeline. 

Rapidly grow your revenue and the valuation of your business by 
leading with the industry’s number one true cloud video surveillance 
provider, Eagle Eye Networks. What does this mean? It means 
promoting, first and foremost, the only true cloud video surveillance 
platform robust and flexible enough to solve your customers’ real-
world problems, today and tomorrow.     

The Eagle Eye Networks subscription model increases your recurring 
monthly revenue for a more predictable and valuable business, while 
your customers only pay for what they need and use. Our focus 
on cybersecurity means your customers’ data is protected, and our 
continuous delivery method ensures their systems are automatically 
updated and managed in the cloud ‒ requiring absolutely no action 
from you or your customers. 

Purpose built for businesses seeking maximum flexibility, central 
management, and anywhere access, the Eagle Eye Cloud VMS easily 
adapts to growth and changing conditions.

Grow Your Business with the Global Leader in 
True Cloud Video Surveillance

RESELLER BENEFITS

• Increased RMR and business valuation
• Attractive and easy to sell
• Lower total cost to serve (TCS)
• Plug-and-play installation
• Your choice of cameras
• 24/7/365 phone, email, and chat support
• Remote account management
• Cloud Video Surveillance Weekly Summary reports
• Enable your customers to expand their subscriptions
• Remote troubleshooting reduces service calls
• Eagle Eye University for courses and certification
• Sales Assistant App with easy access to product and 

marketing resources
• Lifetime bridge replacement
• Low-cost Rapid Replacement subscriptions
• Same-day shipping

CUSTOMER BENEFITS

• Unmatched total cost of ownership (TCO)
• Only pay for what you need
• Flexible, intuitive, and reliable platform
• Support for unlimited compatible cameras
• Fully-comprehensive central management for multi-

site applications
• True 100 percent cloud solution
• Open application programming interface (API) 

enables robust integration with other mission- 
critical solutions

• Strong security/encryption
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WHY IS VIDEO 
SURVEILLANCE 
MOVING TO  
THE CLOUD?

• Reduced costs for  
partners and end users

• Automatic and 
continuous delivery of 
features and product 
enhancements so your 
customers always have 
the latest capabilities

• Reliable platform 
performance

• Remote and mobile 
management

• Unmatched security: 
Cameras are isolated  
from the network with 
triple redundancy, and  
zero open ports

• Scalability, scalability, 
and scalability  

COST SAVINGS AT A GLANCE FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS*

THE EAGLE EYE NETWORKS WAY

INCREASE CUSTOMER RETENTION
AND PREVENT ATTRITION

Why Lead with Eagle Eye?

5-15%
Small business

25-40%
Multi-site  

retail operation

31-46%
Large commercial 

business

24/7 support – 
no call queues.

We stay with you  
throughout the  
entire process.

We take every call, from you 
and your customers.

*Over a span of five years

Hardware Buying Cycles

Not if, but when, a customer’s digital video 
recorder fails, the customer may opt for a 
replacement that is less capable or directly 
through an online retailer. The Eagle Eye 
VMS keeps you in the customer life cycle. 

Customers get lifetime replacements on 
Eagle Eye Bridges, while the typical warranty 
on a DVR is just two to three years.  

Warranties  

Your customers automatically get software 
and security updates, along with the 
deployment of new features ... all requiring 
absolutely no action on their part or yours. 

Software Updates

Need more tools in your 
toolbox to confidently 
lead with Eagle Eye? 
Don’t hesitate to reach 
out to Eagle Eye Sales 
for assistance.


